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, FOREWORD

This MAthematics Education Report contains abstracts of all papers

presentedein the research renorting sessions of the 58th Annual.

Meeting of the National-Council of Teachers of Mathematics. These

papers were selicted for presentation from a,rarge numberCof.proposals

submitted to the Nati Research'Advisory Commlttee and the praram

chairman for Research'Sections, Jimes M. Rubillo. We wish to thank

Dr. Rftbillo and the members of the Research Advisory Committim for

making them available for this publication..

4

.Jon L. Higgins -

AssoCiate Director for
MAthematics Education
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Reperting'Session I

%

EFFECTS OF GAMES ON MATHEMATICS SKILLS AND CONCEPTS

George W. Brig t
Northern Illinois Un versity

John G. Harvey

1

University of Wisconein-Madison

Margariete Montague Wheeler.
Northern Illinois University

It has been,averred that games are important instructional activities

(e.g.; Dewey, 1928; Bruner, 1960) and that, in mathematic&, cognitive

effects resule from their use (e.g., Biggs and MacLean, 1969, p. 50;

Johnson and Rising, 14Y/2, p. 224; Dienes, 1972, p. 64; Sobel and

Malletsky, 1975, p. 49). Until recently fivere haa been no systematic

'investigation of the cognitive effects oi games,on Mathematics learn-

j ing; as a result until 1976 there was a paucity of empirical research .

in this area and no suNstantiated effects (Bright, Harvey, and Wheeler,.

1977).

Bright, Harvey,and Whevler (1977) have proposed a conceptual framework

, and a research strategy for a systematic investigation a the cogni-
tive effects of gams on mathematics learning. Three studies, -conducted .

within this conceptual framework and research atrategy, are presented

in this research reporting session. One study dealt with the effects

of games on logical rvvsoning; one study explored the relationship

between achievement grouping and instructional level; and one study

examined the effects when manipulative game constraints were varied.

4
Stndy 1: ' Effects o 'fa mes on lo icol reasonin abilities.

purpose: This study investigated the effects of logieal reasoning
games at the pre-instrnctional level. Two games, MasterIELTILIsEALE.
(Invicta Plastics, 1972) and Number Mastermind (Invicta Plastics,
1976) were used. The subjects were students in seven intact sixth-
grade and eight intact eighth-grade classes from two elementary and

two middle/junior high schOols in northern Illinois and south central

Wisconsin; one class in each of the four schools was randomly chosen as

a control '61ass.

Procedure: Two pretests and two posttests were administered. One pre-

test was a formal operations test (Adi, Karplus,and Lawson, in press);'

the Other, a 40-item, investigator-developed test of logicAl reasoning.

One posttest was a parallel form of the 40-item pretest,of logiCal

1



reasoning; the other a 12-item test of.game related items generated
using photographs of student-completed games. Ranked scores from the
formal operations pretest were used to assign studInts within each
of the twelve experimental classrooms to 4Me of the two versions of
Masteymind; beginning with ranks one and two, one student from each
pair of ranks was randomly asbigned to Mastermind-Regular for.the
entire experimental period, and the other', to Number Mastermind. The'
games were played for fifteen minutes twice daily for eight weeks
during the fall of 1978.

Analysis: To examine ete,differential effects of the tido versions of
Mastermind ANCOVA on both posttest scores using the logical.reasoning
pretest scores as covariate werwrun fio . each experimental class; sex
W13 used as a factor in each analysis. Seyen of 66 F-values for the
ANCOVAs were significant 04(.05). Wilcoxon matched-pairs, signed:-
'rank tests indicated thai there were no significant differences
between the ple- and posttest mean scores on the test of logical
reasoning. These results along with other results and the'conclu-
sions reached by the investigators will be discussed.

')Study 2: Effects of games With different achievement groupings and
instructional levels.

Purpose: This study, conducted during the fall of 1978,-examined the
effects of achievement grouping on the cognitive effects of concept
and skfll games. Two sets of games were used. One set was the skill
game, Order Out (Romberg, Harvey, Moser,and Montgomery, 1974, 1975,
1976), and the other set was eight pairs of-concept genes Aimilar to
the pair Odd or Even Difference and Odd or Even Product (Romberg-et al.,
1974, 1975;1976). Subjects were students in eight intact seventh-
grade classes in northern Illinois; Four of the eight classes were
randomly assigned to play the skill game, and the other four, the
concept games.

Procedure: A pre- and posttest was given to nach expqrimental group.
The skills pre- and posttests were parallel forms of a 40-item,
investigator-developed instrument which measures ability to order
common fractions, the content of Order Out. A 28-item, investigator- 4

developed instrument which measures ability to discriminate fair from
unfair situations waa used as the concepts pre- and posttest. Within
each class subjects Were separated into four strata on the basis of
their pretest scores. In a class of 32 students; using those strata
four heterogeneous groups of students were formed in each class by
randomly select!ng one student from each stratum for each group; the
remaining four students in each strata composed a homogeneous group.
Students played the games in these groups throughout the treatment
period, The skill game was played twice weekly for four weeks; the
concept games were played, in pairs, twice weekly for four weeks as
well.

2



Analysis: To examine the differential effects of the two grouping schemes.
,-ANCOVA on the posttest scores using the pretest scores as coveriate were
run for each experimental class; sex was used as a factor in each analysis.
There were no significant differences between the heterogeneous and
homogeneous groups. For each of the,four treatment groups the pfetest
and posttest scores were compared byl-tests; in each case there were°
significant gains (p < .01) . These data and the conclusions drawn from
them will be discuieed.

Study 3: Effects of manipulative game constraints.

Purpose: This study investigated differences which occurred when game
players (a) manipulated physical objects while playing. a game, (b) used
pictorial representations of physical objects while playing, or (c) used
no physical or pictorial aids while playing. The game was Order Out
(Romberg et C1,, 1974, 1975, 197E:). The physical manipula0.ves were a
set of fraction bars; each bar is a unit length which is either undivided
or variously divided into halves, thirds, fpurths, fifthe, sixths,
sevenths, eighths'; ninths, tenths and twelfths. The pictorial repre-
sentation used was a fraction bar page from Developing Mathematical
Processes (Romberg et al., 1974,1975, 1976).

Procedure: The subjects for this study were.tour intact fifth-grade
classe, in northern Illinois and.eight intact seventh-grade classes in
aouth dentral Wisconsin. Within each class students were randomly,
'assigned to one of three treatments; they were Order Odt with fraction
bars, prder Out with the fraction bars j'age, and Order Out. The game
was played fdr fifteen minutes,.twice weekly for five weeks during the
spring of 1979.

. Four parallel forms of a 40-item, investigator-developed instrument were
used as pre- and 'posttests. Each test item presented two common frac-.
tions; students were asked to order theM. The 40 items were subdivided
into ty.) subtests of 20 items each. The two subtests were randomly

Tt ordered and randomly paired with a fraction bar page. Two of the
resulting tests were randomly assigned to subjects as pretests; the
remaining two tests, to subjects as posttests..

The data have not yet been analy;ed for this study as áata collection has/.
only recently been completed. To examine differences betWeen,the pre-
and posttest scores t-tests will be used on the data within each treat-
ment and grade. Analysis of covariance of the posttest scores using the
prftest scores as covariate.will be used to compare the effects of the
thTee treatments; sex will be used as a factor in the analytis. The

. results and conclusions will be discussed.

3
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Reporting Session I

Ag EgPLORATORY STUDY OF .TRg USE OF PROBLEM SOLVING HEURISTICS
IN THE PLAYING OF GAMES INVOLVING MA IN TICS

yilliam H. Kraus '

Wittenberg University

In recent years research on problem solving in mathematics hassincreased;

in particular, there have been an increased number of investigations
which have examined the heuristic processes used by subjects while
engaged in problem solving. Another area of research,.in which there
hns been only limited activity until recently, is the study of the
cognitive effects of games on mathematics learning (Brig,t,. Harvey,and

Wheeler, 1977). At this research reporting session a stud/ will be pre-
sented that explored one aspect of the relation between these two areas =
of research; specifically, the study investigated the use of problem
solving heuristics in the playing of games 'involving mathematics.

Procedure

The two games used in this study were complex, multi-row.variants of
the game NIM: A computer prrograii was written to plar the games. This

program was designed to Make a specified percentage of good moves, to
play better near the end of each game, and to adjUst'its level of play
based on the win/loss record of its opponent.

Two groups of subjects participated in the study. .Ong/iroup (N=.3 10) ccin-.t.

sisted of experienced problem solvers, graduate etudents in mathematics
and mathematicq education. Data from this group was collected in fall

1978. The second .group (Nr.20) consisted of novice problem solvers,
students randomly selected from 210eighth-g-ade students at a south
central Wisconsin middle school. Data from this group was collected
"in spring 1979.

Suojects in both groups were instructed to think aloud while playing the .

games against the computer. The first game was played a total of eight
times by each subject, and the second game, four times. The graduate
students averaged about an hour of time spent playing the games, and
the eighth grade etudents averaged about a half-hour. The sessions were
recorded on audiotape, and.a complete record of gsme,po tions and moves

was printed out by the computer. Because a wide.ringe o ability levels
Wad represenped in the eighth-grade sample, scores on a recent.standard-
ized mathematics achievement test were obtained for each subject, and a
number 'sequence test and a digit span test were given. The achievement
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test'end number sequence test.wre chosen because analysis by Dodson

(1972) of data from dhe National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical

Abilities indicated that Scores on these two tests discriminated well

between ability groups pi a test of insightful mathematics problem
solving. The digit span 'est, which has-been widely used as a
measure of information processing capaity, was,chosen because of the

large information processing load necessary to "solve" the games.

Analysie
%

Data collection for both parts of the study has been conipleted.

Initial informal analysis of the data indicates that the games
elicited a wide range of problem solving behaviors,-including many
of the Polya (19") heuristics. Data from the verbal protocols and
prinied game records are being encoded using an adaptation to a game
situation of the coding systems_used in the problem solving studies
of Kilpatrick (1967) and Lucas (1972). Once intercodgi reliability
for the coding system has been established, the variety dnd frequency
of heuristics used and errors made by the subjects will be analyzed
and related.to task performance through correlational techniques,'

including Yactor analysis and cluster analysis. In addition, a
computer simulation programwill be written to play i:he gamei using

heuristics that subjetts in the study used. This program would be

used to hap:describe the subjects' use of heuristics and to help .

determine the sufficiency of the iniormation derived from the proto-

cols.

Results and conclusions of he study will be discussed. ImplicatiOns

for further research in prob em-solving in,mathematics and in the cog-

nitive effects of games on ma hematics learning will also be discessed.
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Reporting,Session II

DISCRIMINATING FACTORS AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN ELECTING

MATHENATICS Y POPULATION t

Teri Hoch Perl
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Women elect fewer mathematics courses than men, thus cutting themselves
off frommany career options. This difference in 'electing' is too
large to te explained by sex differences in ability and achievement.
The major objectives of the research reported here are to assess the .

importatne of selected variables on student ecisions to continue the
study of mathematics, and to identify sex differences in these rela-
tionships. In addition this study parallels the author's doctoral
research on a similar, though distinct population, thus allowing
comparison of results across two large nationally sampled groups.

Procedure

,

The study to be reported here is- based on an analysis of data from one
of the two secondary popUIations of the National Longitudinal Study of
Mathematical Abilities (NLSMA), the Y-population. The daia base
includes over 30,000 obserVations of seventh_to eleventh graders
collected over a five-year period (1962-1967)."--(The study analyzed
previously, involved data sampled fram a populatioriat_college bound
10th-l2th graders, whereas the sample analyzed here is one selected
from a population of seventh graders, both college and non-college bound.)
Included in the data are the coding variable /electing/ versus 'non-
electing' mathematics which has been cited in the literature as an
important cause of sex differences in mathematics achievement,.as well
as multiple, and-for several variables, longitudinal measures of student
Ability, achievement and attitude (alL in relation to mathematics), sex
role identification, socio-economic status, and sex of mathematics
teachers. Because of the multivariate character of the data, the major
analyses used in this study are factor analysis, discriminant analysis,
multiple regression and canonical correlation.

Since many of the same tests were administered to both populations and
the scales selected for inclusion in the analyses of both studies are
essentially the same, comparison of results across studies should
illuminate the findings from each. For example, frequency distribuw-
tions of students within a four-cell design (girl electors, girl ngn7
electors, boy electors, toy non-electo) sho4 sex differencas in

7
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electing.to be significant in both populations. 'Proportiors, however,
differ in each. In the college bound population the eleventh grade
distribution of girl electors to non-electors is.53 to 47 percent
whereas that for boys, electors to non-electors) ts 69 to 31 percent.
In the 7th-llth grade population, whereas the proportion of boy
eleators to non-electors has dropped to that of the girls in the
10th-12th grade, and is now 53 to 47 percent, the figures for girls
have dropped even more dramatically, girl electors 39 percent to non-
elentors, 61 percent.

, Results

'Preliminary inspection of the 7th-llth grade.population data suggests,
.that results of thia analysis'shall,support the findings of the earlizer
itUdy on factors that affect sex differences in electing patterns.

."
.

Attitude factors, such as perception of usefulness of.mathematics,
-and variables measuring interest in stereotypically masculine careers,
were the major factors to yield significant sex differenCes in dis-

. crimination between electors and non-electors. Other variables, such
as,ability (as measured by verbal and non-verbal IQ tests) and mathe-

:.matics achievement, though differentiating most aignificantly between
l'eleators and non-electors, showed 'sex differences too small to explain
the magnitude of sex differences in 'electing.'

8



Reporting Session II

ORIGINS,OF SEX DIFFERENCES IN-HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
'ACHIEVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION

Lauri Steel
Markita Price

and
Lauress Wise

American Institutes for Research

Purpose

A number of previous studies have found sex differences in mathematics
achievement occurring by junior high.school and increasing during high
school. A variety of explanations of poysible determinants have been
suggested for such sex-related differences. These factors can be cate-
orized as biological-genetic, spatial aptitude, sex-stereotyping or

a itudinal (Sherman, 1977). The present study focused on the last
two tegories. Numerous studies have also investigated sex-
stereotyping and attitudinal factors (Fox, 1976; Haven, 1972; Hilton
and Berglund; 1974; Fennema, 1976). Factors which have been identified
as possible determinants of 'differential levels of achievement include
sex differences in participation in high school mathematics courses,
sex differences in career interests and aspirations and sex differences

in attitudes toward mathematics(. The present study assessed the rela-
tive contribution of these and other factord to the observed sex
differences in high school ma,thematics achievement. The specific
objectives were to degrmine 1) 'the nature and extent of sex differences
in mathematics achievement during high school; 2) Ihe extent to which
these differences 1.culd be explained by sex differences-in participa-

,

tion in math courses during high school;and 3) the extent to which, and
the ways in which, specific background, cognitive, social-psychological,
or environmental factors contribute to sex differevces in participation
in high school math and to sex differences in math achievement in high
school.

Procedure

Data from the Project TALENT data base was used to investigate these
9search issues, The TALENT data base contains extensive information
on the backgrounds, abilities, interests, plans, and activities of a
nationally representative sample of 400,000 students in grades 9 through
12 in 1960, ea well as data on their subsequent educational, career, and
personal experiences over the next 15 years. Data pn Characteristics
of the schools these students attended-was also collected in 1960. A

9
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subgroup of 7500 9th-grade students were retested in 1963 as 12th
graders. This subgroup was used for most of the analyses of the study.

The large amount of data derived fram ahilities and information tests,
interest inventories, and a student information questionnaire were cate-
gorized into six,groups of factors which theoretically might affect 12th
grade math achievement. These were Family Background, Schcol Character-
istics, High School Experiencep (e.g., math courses taken), 9th Grade, '
Abilities and Achievement (e.g., general academic aptitude, math achieve- ,

ment, math grades), 12th Grade Characteristicsx(e.g.,.educational plans,
career plans), and other Social-Psychological Characteri3tics (e.g.,
educational plans ,areer plans, interests, personality traitd, activi-
ties). The following variables were of particular importance to the
results of the study.

Math Achievement. The math achievement"measure used in this study was
a ial-item test including 16."word problem" items designed to measure
arithmetic reasoning, 244introductory math items primarily covering
elementary algebra and number theory, and 14 advanced math iteng cover-
ing topics generally taught in grades 10 through 12 including plane
geometry, analytic geometry,. trigonometry, and elementary calculus.i

Math Participation. The measure used was the number of semesters of
high school mathematics reported in the student information question-_

naire.

Math Level of Careers. This variable.was determined by the amount of
math required by a particular career. There were ehree levels: 1)

math-related careers requiring at least sourl college level mathematics
(e.g., mathematician, physicist, biologist), 2) college non-math
careers requiring college preparation and possibly statistics, but not
calculus (e.g., lawyer, accountant), and 3) non-math-related careers
requiring no college level mathematics (e.g., nurse, sales, unskilled .

worker). 4z,

Results

I. Extent of sex differences in high school math achievement.

Both the TALENT sample and the subgroup of 9th graders retested at grade
12 showed striking sex differences in path achievement by 12th grade.
There were no significant differences in the 9th grade; however, by the
12th grade there were significant sex differences With the mein scores
of the males averaging one-third of a standard deviation higher than
the scores of the .females. These-differences were sharpest after the
10th grade, when, perhaps not coincidentally, high school math courses
became truly elective.

2. Extent to which sex differences in high school math achievement are
related to differences in participation in high school math courses.

The two strongest predictors of 12th grade math achievement were 9th
grade math achievement (r...78) and the amount of math taken in high

10
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school (r., .73). lb assess the extent tooihich the sex.differelIces in

math participation explained differences in 12th grade math achievement,

a two-way ANOVA with sex and amount of math taken as the independent

factors was performed. The sex differences were Virtually nonexistent

after controlling for amount of math taken. .There is, howeyer,.a small

intellection effect with women scoring higher at moderate levels of math

participation and men scoring higher at the extremes.

The results of a second two-vay,analysis of variance (sex by math taken)

where 9th grade math achievement is controlled as a covariate showed that

females with math participation and ability equal to-males had scores

averaging .1 standard deviation lower than male scores. While this

difference is statistically significant, it is not large. Math taken

and 9th grade achievement can account for 71.1 percent.of the variation

,in 12th grade achievement; Sex-can account fdr 1.6 percent of the

variation in 12th grade achievement when other factors ars not Controlled,

but only .2 percent.after controls are Introduced. 'Thus, roughly seven-

eighths of the relationship between sex and 12th grade math achievement

can be attributed to math taken and initial math achievebent.

3. Other factors influencing math participation and achievement.

Several exploratory regression analyses were performed\on other back-

ground, 9th giade characteristics and school environment variables to

identify additional predictors of math yarticipation and achievement.

With regard to participation in high school math, expected level of

education, intention to take a c011ege-preparatory curriculum (closely

related to educational expectations), interest in math itself, and

interest in math-related careers versus interest in office work were

found to be predictive of math participation above and beyond the

influencekof 9th siade math achievement. Sex differences in the ,

interest variables account for most of the sex differences impartici-
.

pation.

Regression analysis regarding math achievement indicated that differences

in amount of math taken are by far the most significant component of

achievement differences. Interest in math and math-related careers

relative to interest in office work also plays a very significant role.

Participation in extracurricular activities also played a modest role

in influencing sex differences in math achievement.

'4. Summary model of relationship of sex to high school math achievement.

To determine the process by which sex and other ind pendent variables

relate to high school math participation and achiev int, structural

models incorporating those variables found to bave th strongest rela-

tionships to participatl.on and achievement were deve1oed and tested

using the LISPEL IV programs. The model determined that the primary

effects of sex on math achieveMent were through high school math partic-

ipation. The relationship between sex and math participation is some-

what more'complexr with the sex effect being primArily attributable to

women's lesser in4rest in math (3..--.23), interest in m
k
h-related

careers (b=-.65), and to the lower math level of women' planned
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careers (b -.24). The combined indirect effect of sex through the
moderator variables was bill-J.3 which weeds the direct effect of
sex (b -.09) .

Conclusions

Ihe goal of this study was o identify the origins of observed sex
differences in high school hematics achieliement. At the beginning
of high school, boys and girls did not differ significantly in their
levels of math achievement, but by 12th grade the boys had gained over
twice as much as the girls. The findings from this study reveal that
virtually\.#11 the sex differences in m#th achievement can be almost
entirely explained by sex differences ilvparticipation in high school
math.

Thet number of math courses taken during high school was predicted most
strongly by4ilmath achievement and educational Omectations in '9th grade,
both measu on which only minimal sex differences were'found. Among
students of equal ability and educational aspirations, sex differences
in math participation appeared to be due to differences in interest in
mathematics and in math-related careers. These sex differences in
interests and career plans were already evident by the 9th grade.

The finding4 of the study indicate that efforts to redress the sex
differences in math achievement should focus on the processes by which. ,

females (and males) develop career-related interests and expectatiOns
during elementary and intermediate School. In particular, interven-
;ions aimed at reducing sex differences in math participation and
chievement should seek to 1) increase young women's interest in math
and math-related careers and in other alternatives to office work; and
2) increase their educational expectations, so that they are more appro-
priate to their abilities. If women are to develop their math abilities
to the same extent as men and to maintain their options to pursue
science and other math-related careers, it is imperative that factors
resulting in sex-typing of career interests and expectations of males
and females be identified and eliminated.
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Reporting Session II

LONG TERM CONSEQUENCES OF SEX DIFFERENCES IN HIGH SCHOOL MATHE-
MATICS ACHIEVEMENT.

'Lauress Wise
American Institutes for Research

Purpose

Sells (1973) pointed out that the most heavily male-dominated professions
are those requiring college level mathematics': The present study was
designed to explore, in detail, the hypotheeas that the development of '
mathematical skills at the high,school level is a necessary prerequisite
for the -campletion of the college curriculum required for entrance into
careers in mathematics, engineering, and the physical sciences. The
study takei advantage of the wealth of data available in the Project
TALENT data base on a national sample of roughly 400,000 students who
were first tested and durveyed in high sghool and then followed up with
additianal surveys one, five, and eleven,years after their high school
graduation. The most recent survey, completed in 1976, 'reached the
participants at age 29 by which time nearly all of them had completed
their formal education and embarked upon a life occupation.

The purpose of this paper is to report the findings.from this NIE-
sponsorastudy on the critical importance of decisions regarding

'elective mathematics in hi h school for maintaining a wide range of
professional career optio . These findings should be of interest and
importance to mathewatics ducators who counsel students regarding
mathematics curricui1kim at he high school-level.

Procedure

The analyses reported in this paper were based on a subsample of the
original TALENT participants consisting of 12,759 students who were
tested as 12th graders and who responded to all three follow-up surVeys.
Case weights correcting for differential sampling ratios and attrition
(Abeles and Wise, in press) were used to obtain nationally representa-
.tive norms.

Regression analyses and'analyses of covariance were used to assess the
relationship between the development of mathematics skills in high
school and persistence in math-related career 'lens at different points
controlling for a wide range of background and'high school characteris-
tics. The primary variables used in this stady were:
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ILMain inde ndent variables

.° mathematics achievement in 12th grade measured by a 54-item
test covering arithmetic reasoning, elementary algebra and
number theory, plane geometry, analytic geometry, trigonom-
etry and elementary calculus

mathematics_participation defined as the number of semesters
of high school mathematics

4.

Outcome variables

math-level of college major(s) planned 1 year after high
school and completed 5 years after high school defined on,
a 6-level scale measuring the amount of college mathematics
generalry required for completion of the major

math-level of career plans at ages 19 and 23. and actual
occupation,at age 29 defined on the same 6-point scale

Primary control variables

socioeconomic status of the participant's family.at 'the time
of high school

educational as irations in high snhool
""

- career interests in high school measured with a 205-item
battery producing Scoresson 17 scales

assiuLlsmm4LIAls at time of high school graduation

sex

Results

The results of these analyses indicated that, high snhool mathematics :

achievement was, indeed, critical to the development of math-related CV
careers. These careers were highly selective in that only a small
percentage of those planhing such careers (18 percent of the males'and
8 percent of the females) actually persisted in ihose plans through age
29i and only43 percent of the males and virtually none of the females
who were not alriady planning such careers in high school were later
successful in switching into such careers. Those planning math-
related careers had average high school achievement scores at the 75th
percentile, but the average scores among the persisters was at the 90th

percentilg.

High school mathematics achievement yas found to be significantly
related to persistence in math-related career plans at each stage from
high school to age 29, even after controlling for college major and the
amount of education completed at each stage. In addition to its direct
effect on career plan persistence, high school mathematics achievement
had an eves stronger indirect effect on persistence through its effect



boa

on persistence in and completicn of a math-related college major.
Mathematics achievement and participatkon also h4d an'indirect effect .

on career plan persistence through their effect 6n overall educational

attainment.
6

Sex differences in entrance into.mafh-related careers was explained

primarily (toy ex differenCes tin high school career.plans and also by

sex differinc s in mathematics achievement that emerged, during the

high school years.
g,

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate the importance of early planning for
math-ihlated careers and.t,be necessity of taking elective high school

.mathematics coursei. Because of the need for taking 9alculus during
the first year of college in order to complete math-related majors,

those students who fell behind in high school had liery little chance

of ever catching, up. Thus, without even realizing it, many of them
closed out for good any chance of pursuing a math-related career when.

they failed to take elective 9thematics during high school.

The conclusions of this study are particularly important for high school

girls who generally had"less encvuragement to pursue elective mathe-

matics than the boys, even thougn they had just as much potential when

they entered high schocil.
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Reporting Session III 0

I.

LOCUS OF CONTROL-AND MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION:
TRREE EXPLORATORY STUDIES

Douglas B. Maeod
and

Verna M. Adams
San Diego State Universiti

Purpose

In recent years student personality characteristics, as weil,as cogni-

tive aptitudes, have begun to play a prominent role in research on

learning. The search for interactions between student characteristics

(aptitudes) and initructional strategies (treatment:0, which concen-
trateØ originally oWcognitive.measures, has now broadened .its scopc to

inclu e more research on personality dimensions. This change in emOlasis

islv lected in recent reviews of aptitude-treatment-interaction (ATI)

research (Cronbach and Snow, 1977).

One personality aimension that has recently received some attention in .,

ATI research in Rotter's locus-of-control variable (Rotter, 1966).

According to Rotter's theory, indtviduals with an internal locUs of
control perceive the outcomes of'their actions as being due to,their

own behavior; those who are classified as external, however, tend to
attribute the consequences of their actions to chance or to fate.

Recent research on locus of control has been-reviewed by Lefcourt (1976).

Most ATI:'studies using locus of control have focused on the relationship

of this personality dimension to the Organization of instruction.
Daniels and Stevens (1976), for example, found an interaction between

locus of control and treatments that differed in whether or not they

used student-teacher contracts as a means of otgqnizing instruction.

In another study, there was an interaction between locus of control and

treatments that differed in whether or not they used Atudent-teacher

contracts as a means of'organizing instruction. In another study,there

was an interaction between locus of cOntrol and instruction in computer
programming where treatments varied in the level of structure provided

to the students (Pprent, Forward, Canter,and Mbhling, 1975). Robin

(1976) discusses several studies where locus of control appeared to

interact with "behavioral instruction" (such as Keller's Personalized

System of Instruction) as opposed to more traditional lecture-discussion

classes. All of these interactions were in the direction predicted by

the theory; students with an internal locus of control ten-to learn
more in the treatment that gave them more responsibility for their awn

learning, but students with an external locus of control seemed to do

better in a more traditional class where the teaCher took responsibility

for student learning.



The purpose of the three present studies was to extend these earlier
results on the organization of instruction to treatments that differed

. in various dimensions of discovery learning iri mathematics. The dimen-
sions included level of guidance of instruction; use of inductive, as
opposed to deductive, sequences of instructidn; awl the use of small
groups, rather than individual work. Treatments using a low level of
guidance, inductive sequences, or jsmall groups were designed to
encourage student discovery. The conjecture was that students with
an internal locus of control would do best in treatments that required
that they discover conCepts independently, and students with an
external orientation would learn most in an expository setting.

Procedure

Three ATI studies were conducted to search for intetactions between.
locus of control and three different dimenslons of.discovery learning.
In Experiment 1, students in five classes were randomly assigned to
either.a low-guidance or high-guidance treatment using the topic of
networks, including equivalence of networks, traversability ahd its app/i-
cations, and Euler's formula. In the high-guidance treatment, students (-

had to complete tables and draw some fairly obvious conclusions. In the/ ,

low-guidance treatment, students were expected to gather relevant data,
organize it, and test hypotheses about networks. A total of 150 minutes
(one.week) of class time was used for the treatments and a 15-minute
posttest.

I4 Experiment 2,.students in three classes were randomlY assigned' to
either an inductive treatment or a deductive treatment using the topics
of pre'cision of measurement, significant digits, and their .effects on
calculations with approximate data. In the inductive treatment,
students worked examples (using calculators) and then were'encouraged
to generate a rule suggested by the examples. In the deductive treat-
ment, students were given the rules, and then asked to apply the rules-
to simple problems constructed so they did not need calculators-.
Students-were given 75 minutes to work on the materials and took a
posttest two days later.

In Experiment 3, students in five classes were randomly assigned to either
small groups or individual work These two treatment groups used exactly
the same printed materials on the topic of networks. The printed mater-
ials were written in an inductive mode, where students were encouraged to
generalize a rule from a number of examples; In small-group instruction,
students were assigned to work in groups of four and were told to ask the
teacher for help if the group could not solve the problems. In the indi-
vidual treatment, students were told to work by themselves and to direct
their questions to the teacher. One week of class time was used for the
treatments and a 15-minute'posttest.

Students who participated in the three studies were enrolled in mathe-
matics classes for prospective elementary school teachers. In each
experiment, students were assessed on a measure of locus of control.
After instruction, students were tested for immediate achievement aud
then for retention,aeveral weeks later. SAT scores were used as a
measure of general ability.

18
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, Locus of control was assessed using the Mathematics Achievement Question-

naire (MAQ), an instrument based.on earlier work by Crandall, Eatkovsky,

and Crandall (1965). The MAQ was developed to assess lochs of control
in the specific environment of the mathematics classroom4s suggested

by Lefcourt':(1976) and Rotter (1975).

Resultit

In each case, data were analyzed.using multiple regression techniques'.

In Experiments 1 and 2, there were no significant interactions with
either MAQ or SAT scores. There were, Bowever, significant treatment
effects in favor of the high-guidance tt, merit in Experiment 1 on both

the posttest F(1,25) m 13.0, 2.4..002, and.the retention test, F(1,25) m
13.2, IL and,in favor'of.the dedective group in ExpeVment 2 on
the posttest, F(1;27) m 5.47, Ea...44027.-

In Experiment 3, there was* a significant disordinal interaction in the

predicted direction between locus,of control and treatment on the
retention.test, V(1,49) m 4.734,4p: m .034. Students with an internal
locus of control were better otf in small-group instruction, and
students with an external locus of control.learned more in individual
instruction where they received help 'from the teacher. The interaction
between general ability and treatment was not significant, but the joint
contribution of the two interaction vectors was significant, F(2,48) m
3.20, p.m .050.
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Reporting Session III

INTERACTION OF GENERAL REASONING ABILITY AND GESTALT AND ANAINTIC
. STRATEGIES OFPROCESSING SPATIAL TASKS WITH TRANSFORMATIONAL AND

NON-TRANSFORMATIONAL TREATMENTS IN SECONDARY 3CHOOL GEOMETRY

'Purpose-

V. J. DuRapau
Xavier University of Louisiana

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between
selected cognitive abilities and two instructional treataients of topics
from secondary school geometry. More specifically, it was an experiment
to test-for interaction between instructional treatments.in point and
line symmetry in Euclidean two-space using a verbal-gestalt-figural
approach and a verbal-analytic-figural approach and two aptitude varia-
Wes, cognition of figural transformations and cognition of figural
relations, in their effect on mathematics achievement. A secondary
purpose was to investigate the interaction.between general reasoning
ability and the treatment variables in their effect-on-achievement in
mathematics.

Studies by Carry.(l968), Webb (1971), Eastman (1972), and Salhab (1973)-
provided evidence of the existence of aptitude-treatment interaction
(ATI) using aptitude variables of spatial visualizationand general
reasoning and treatment variables ocharacteristic of graphical and
analytical approaches. The exact nature of the interaction, however,
remained unclear.

Guilford's (1967) Structure-of-iethe-Intellect (SI) model and Guay,
McDaniel, and Angelo's (1978) study of 31 widely-used spatial tests
suggested that treatments could be designed which facilitate the use
of the preferred strategy of subjects for processing spatial tasks.
Guilford's 'content dimension in the SI model suggested that content of
the treatment would be an important factor in any ATI found.

Cattell's (1971) hierarchical model of human intelligence suggested that
the part played by more general abilities, such is general reasoning, in
any ATI might be significant. The researcher's interpretation of
Wittrock's (1974) theory of generative processing, together with the
position taken by Cronbach and Snovi (1977), suggested that a treatment
that left much of the burden of organization and interpretation to the
individual would show a steeper regression slope than a treatment that
gave explicit rules and procedures. The consistent role of the Necessary
Arithmetic Operations test in the studies of Carry (1968), Webb (1971),
Salhab (1973), and McLeod and Briggs (1977) supported Jill; conjecture.



Procedure

An experiment designed io clarify the nature of the relationship between
certain aptitudes and treatments in their effeCt on achievement in'
mathematics was undertaken in January, 1979. G'neral reasoning ability
and gestalt and analytic strategies for proces ing spatial tasks were

4:uaed as aptitudes. Two differing linearly pr gramMed instructional
treatments in point and line symmetry in the p ane were designed for

use in the experiment. The transformational (T) treatment utilized
the isometries of the plane and the non-transformational (IN) treatment.-

utilized the concepts of distance and perpendicularity in a static sense
to teach the concept of symmetry. The N treatment tended to be more
explicit and rule-oriented than the T treatment.

tl

The experiment was conducted during a 5-day period. One hundred thirty-

two (132) secondary school'geometry students were administered a battery

of three aptitude tests on the first two days. Thestudents then were
randomly assigned to one of the two treatments for two days. On-the

fifth day a 34-item achievement test was administered to.measure learn-
ing and transfer. Complete data were obtained on 111 students.

Results

Mnitiple linear regression techniques were used to analyze the data.

The T and N treatments were not substantially different in. producing

learning, but the T treatment was a significantly (p ( .01) better

facilitator of transfer. Three significant (p4L.02) ATI were found
using 'the transfer subtest of the achievement test as the caterion

measure. The interactions involving general reasoning and the treat-
ment variables and gestalt processing of spatial tasks and the treatment

variables were in the direction predicted by the theory. The interaction
between analytic processing of spatial tasks and the treatment variables

was in a direction opposite that predicted. (The construct validity of

the measure of analytic processing is suspect.)

Conc;.usions

Both a trahsformational and a non-transformational treatment are suit-
able approaches for teaching the concept of symmetry. A high school

geometry teacher who has specific knawledge about a student's spatial
visualization and general reasoning abilities can use this information
in teaching the student the concept of symmetry. An understanding by
the teacher of the nature of the interactions is of more practical
value at this writing than any attempt to use for placement purposes
the ATI found in this investigation.

On a more fundamental level, the synthesis of Wittrock's (1974) theory

of generative processing and Cronbach and Snow's (1977) thorough review
of ATI literature sheds new light on the nature of All. Treatments can
be designed which effectively teach ",e same content but which .differ

in extent uf elaboration. A treatmlLc is fully elaborated if it gives
explicit, detailed information in a rule-oriented fashion. Such a
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treatment does much of the organization and structuring of information

for the learner. A second treatment may leave mUch of the organization
and structuring to the learner. The former treatment (fully elaborated)
has relatively little reliance on general reasoning ability; the latter,

much dependence on this ability. Wittrock (1974) said, "Leazning with
understanding is a generative process" [p. 190]. Students withltigh
general reasoning scores profit more from a treatment.in wbich the
organization and structuring essential to generative processing is
left to.the individual. Students with low general reasoning scores
profit more from a fullY- elaborated treatment, one that explicitly
provides fhe organizational structure that relates new information to
previous experience.
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Reporting Session III

STUDENT PERFORMANCES,-TNDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES, AND

MODES OF REPRESZNTATION

Helen Adi
and

Marilyn Behr
Northern Illinois University

Purpose

Student performances on mathematical tasks in manipulative, pictorial,

and symboac representational modes are of interest to mathematics

educators. Theoretical models of instruction (Lesh, 1979), and of

memory strategies and learning outcames (Gaga and White; 1978) suggest
that the "translation" or the interplay between the different represen-

tational modes enhances meaningful mathematical learning.- Observations

of student performances on mathematical tasks suggest that sUch an

interplay is extremely difficult; students seem to proceed entirely in

one mode or ,the other, and then, if requested they solve the problem in

the ,other mode (Behr, 1975). In other words, the alternation between

the different representational modes is diffizult to many students.
s.

While it is observed that many students find it difficult to solve prob-

lems requiring an interplay between representatianal modes (mixed mode

tasks), it is also true that there exists considerable individual

variability in performance on such tasks. Several sources for this

variability ara of interest.

The present investigation analyzed the performances of preservice ele-

mentary school teachers to study whether the individual difference
variables of field dependence/independence, and spatial visualization,

along with the performance outcomes on taeks.in only the pictorial mode
and tasks in only the symbolic mode, would account for the variability

in performance on tasks requiring an interplay between the pictorial,

and the symbolic representational models.

The theory associated with the cognitive style of field dependence/
independence provides a measure of individual differences which may

account for some of the variability in performance on tasks requiring

ah interplay between representational modes. Field independence refers

to a preference to experience the environment in-analytic terms, while
field dependence refers to a preference to-expPrience the environment

in a global undifferentiated fashion. Thus, 1 a task requires an
interplay between'the pictorial and the symbolic modss for problem

solution, the field independent student is expected to dissociate the

component aspects of the two representations more readily than the field

dependent student. Further theoretical analyses suggest that given a
problem requifing an interplay between two solution strategies, the



field dependent student will approach the Problem with the more familiar

strategy first, and then, if requested, with the other strategy; whereas,
the'field independent students will drop such an aWeach to construct

a rather continuous interplay between the two solution strategies
(Pascual-Leone, 1969; Witkin and Goodenough; 1977).

Investigations on brain hemispheric specialization provide another '

individual difference variable which may account for some, of the

variability in performance on iasks requiring an interplay between the

pictorial azd the'symbolic modes. The left hemisphere is the predominant
)processing component of symbolic activity, and the right hemisphere is

the predominant processing component for spatial relationships (Cohen,

1972; Galin and Ornstein, 1972, 1974). Individual 'differences were

identified in hemispheric brain doitinance (Brown and Jaffee, 1975;

Galin and Ornstein, 1974; Tomlinson -Keasey, Kelly and ,Brown, 1978).

Spatial visualization ability was one of the identified factors that

correlated highly with right hemispheric dominance. Thus, given a task

requiring an interplay between the symbolic and the pictorial modes,

normal subjects would alternate the processing of infbrmation between

the left and the right hemispheres (Galin and Ornstein, 1972). Unless

the subjects have about equally dominant capabilities in both hemispheres,

both time and information could be lost during the transference of infor-

mation across the corpus callosum from one hemisphere to the other (Cohen,

1972).

Gagng's (1970) learning theory further suggests that in'order for a
student to solve a problem requiring an.interplay between the symbolic

and the pictorial modes, prerequisite capabilities of solving the prob-

lem in its entirety in the symbolic, and in the pictorial mode are

necessary.

Procedure

Two intact classes of 94 preservice elementary school teachers enrolled

in a methods course participated in the study. Paper and pencil tests

were administered to all students to measure field dependence/indepen-

dence, and spatial visualization abilities. A one-week instructional
treatment (the same for all subjects) on whole number.addition Algorithms
based on the popsicle stick manipulative aid followed. For example,

problems like 12 + 13 =[:], and 14 + 18 =[:3 were taught. Manipulative
experiences, pictorial representations, and their corresponding symboli-

zations were emphasized during instruction. Immediately following

instruction a learning test was administered. Three weeks later the

same test was administered to measure retention. Only retention teat

scores were later considered for analysis.

The GottsChaldt Hidden Figures Test (Crutchfield, 1975) was administered

to measure field dependence/independence (Cronbach alpha = 0.87). The

Purdue Spatial Visualization Test was administered to measure spatial

visualization abilities (Cronbach alpha = 0.87). This test was reported

to correlate highly with right hemispheric processing of information.
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The retention test consisted of three parts. In part one, students

Were asked to solve six addition algorithms, using popsicle stiCks,
in the pictorial mode only; in part two, the same problems were
presented in the symbolic mode; and in part three, the same problems
were also usecPbut an interplay between pictorial and symbolic repre-

sentations was required for problem isolut4ons. All three parts were,

paper-and-pencil, multiple choice, group-administered tests. Adminis-
tration time for all three parts was one hour. The Cronbach alpha
measures for the three parts were 0.56, 0.77 and 0.40, and for the

total retention test it was 0.87.

Results

The data have been collected and partially analyzed. A complete repgrt
of the results will be available at the Seattle meeting.

Performance on the mixed mode retention test (max = 6.00, mean = 4.89,
.SD = 1.20) was the dependent measure, and performances on

(1) the pictorial mode retention test (max 6.000iean = 3.79,
SD = 1.62),

(2) the symbolic mode retention test (max = 5.12, mean 4.89,

SD = 1.42),

(3) the Hiddtn Figures Test (max = 20.00, mean =-7.63, SD =
4.87), an

(4) the Purd Spatial Visualization Test (max = 80, mean= 52.61,

SD = 1/0:22),

were the independent measures in a stepwise regression analysis. Table

1 presents the correlation coefficients.between the variable measures.
The predictor variables were entered into the regression equation
according to the magnitudes of their partial correlations with the
dependent measure. Symbolic performance was the best predictor of
mixed mode performance (F = 82.91). The next best predictor was
pictorial performance (F-7.2.21). Spatial visualization entered third
into the regression equation, however, it accounted for only 0.23 per-
cent of the variance of the mixed mode performance. Field dependence/
independence was not a significant predictor in the regression equation.

Students of extreme individual difference measures (high and law) will
be identified and their performances on all three retention subtests
will be carefully analyzed and compared by ANOVA.
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Table 1

Multiple Correlation Matrix

Variables 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. Mixed mode

2. Pictorial mode

3. Symbolic mode

4. Spatial visualization

5. Field dependerice/
independence

1.00 0.61

1.00

0.84

0. 71

1.00

MINIM

0.31

0.25

0.31

1.00

0.31

0.36

0.30

0.51

1.00

11114.

11110

01

1.
;



Reporting Session IV

ISE DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM SOLVING CAPABILITIES
IN PRIMARY GRADE CHILDREN

C..Mauritz Lindvall
and

Cheryl Gibbons Ibarra
University of Pittsburgh

1.)11.2.91.1.2.

This study investigated a simple theoretical structure which attempts to
describe the problem solving strategies employed by first grade students
in solving simple arithmetic story problems. Specifically, the study
examined the relationships-between (1) the ability to generate a model

for a story and the ability to solve the story, (2) the ability to
model a story and the ability to write a number sentence for the story',.

and (3) the ability to solve a story problem and.the ability to write.

1 a number sentence for it.

Studies on theprocesses that children use in solving story problems

suggest that the more successful students analyze a story in terms of
what is given and what is to be found and then build some,general repre-

.
sentation or "model," either mental or physical, to represent the
essential elements and manipulations described in the story (Wilson,

1967). That is, they Approach these stories as a true problem solviu

activity. Heller and Greeno (1978) have presented a strong caoe Tor
the point that even apparently simple arithmetic problems present most
of the characteristics of a real problem situation. A structure for
describing what children do in solving arithmetic.story problems,
derived from leneral problem solving thebry (Newell and Simon, 1972;
Simon and Simon, 1978; Larkin, 1977), may be outlined in the following

three stages.

Stage 1. The substantive problem is identified and comprehended.

Stage 2. The essentials of the problem are abstracted and the
'problem is represented in the form of some simplified
general conceptual model.

Stage 3. The general model is reformulated as a mathematical
model that can be used in the problem solution.



Basic Stages
in Modeling

Procedure for
Solving Story
at Given Stage

(1)

Comprehend Story
(Translate)

Act out story.
Count to obtain
answer.

(2)
,m1Mi

Generate General
Conceptual Model

(3)

Manipulate model.
Count to obtain
mow,

Generate Number
Sentence
(Math Model)

.,11 111111111110110111

Solve number
sentence.

Figure 1. Suggested Stages Used by Students in Developing Appropriate Number Sentence (or Mathematical Model) for a
&Story Problem Showing the Problem Solving Procedure that could bs Usedyrfach Stage.

The diagram in Figure 1 is intended to show the relationship of these
three stages and also to indicate that with simple .arithmetic story
problems children may solve the story by uoing.procedures appropriate

to any one of the three stages of understanding or modeling. Since )
previous studies by the writers (Ibarra and Lindvall, 1979) had shown

that kindergarten pupils who were unableto solve a story problem under
other conditions were able to solve it when they were permitted to act
it out or had it acted out for them (i.e., were able to solve it using

Stage 1 procedures), the present study focused on Stages 2 and 3.

Procedure

Approximately twenty first and second grade pupils from a,sthool in each
of four different types of communities were'interviewed to obtain data

on pupil capabilities. Each pupil was teated on six different arith-
metic story problems, each of which could he represented by an addition

or subtraction sentence with a specific term missing. With each problem
the story was read to the student and he or she was asked: (1) to give
the answer, (2) to write a number sentence that could be used to repre-
sent the story and to find the answer, and (3) to use counting cubes to

explain the story. For each of these three tasks pupil performance was

judged as "pass" or "fail."
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Analysis,

To filivestigate the relationships among the three measures used in this
study the pas&-fail results for each possible pairing of the three
variables were exapined.through the use of simple two-by-two contin-

gency tab1es.

Table 1. Contingency Tables Showing Relationships Among Ability to Build

a General Conceptual Model of a Story, to Wtite an Appropriate
Number Sentence, and to Solve the Story (for one type of story;

ab 01:3)

Build P
Model

Solve

Story

F P

Write

Number
sentence

P

F

Budd

Model

F. P

.42ons$

Write

Number

Sentence

P

F

Solve

Story

F P

2 sa ,0 46 2 44

24 5 29 6 24 11

rphi si .81 rphi rphi .68

Results

Table 1 presents'data concerning the three relationships that were of
interest in this study. While this table presents data on only one of

f
the six types of st ries used in this study, the recults are somewhat
representative oif 11 story types. The data (Table 1(a)) indicate that
el:me is a strons positive relationship (rphi .., .81) between the ability
to solve the story problem and the ability to buil,d a model for the 'N

problem.

Since the data in Table 1(b) show that no persons were able to wtite a
correct number sentence if they were unable to build a model of the
story, this supports the prerequisite 'relationship proposed in Figure 1.
The data in Table 1(c) indicate that at this early stage in their intro-,
duction to simple story problems and the associated number sentences,
children probably solve the story and then write the sentence rather
than use the sentence as a means of solving tile story. This supports
an earlier finding of Steffe, Spikes,and Hirstein (1976). Note that
the data also show that it is not necessary to be able to write a number
sentence to be able to, solve the story.
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Conclusions

The results of the.study indicate that the stUdents wto are "suocessfUl
in solving arithmetic stories of the type used in this study are able
to generate some type of general conceptual model. This is taken to
mean that,successful problem solvers abstract the general and essential
elements of a story and thin proceed to organize and manipulate these
elements, either physically or mentally. The study also supports the
idea that pupils who can write a number sentence for a story are also
Able to develop a general conceptual model and to solve the story using
such a model. lhat is, the students appear to be able to write the
number sentence for a,story only when they are already able to solve
it by using a general conceptual model. The nuMber sentence, then, is
only a way of modeling a solution process that has already been com-
pleted.

In general, the results\of this study imply that teaching pupils how
to solve arithmetic stow problems should always involve the iiter -

mediate step of making certain that the pupils can translate the story
into some type of.meaningful general conceptual model before they
attempt to write a number sentence for it. Placing an emphasis on this
intermediate step should mean that students would not only become more
proficient in solving ihese arithmetic story problems but should also
increase the likelihood that they would acquire a general problem solv-
ing strategy that appears to be characteristic of effective adult
problem solvers.
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Reporting Session IV

TWO STUDIES ON STORY PROBLEMS: DRAW/NG VS VERBAL FORMATS
A PROPOSAL FOR A REPORTING SESSION, NCTM ANNUAL MEETI14, 1980,

Judith A. Threadgill
Universityof Calgary

and
c..Larry Sowder

'Northern Illinois University

Purpose v

These studies explored, for "story" problems presented with only words
and numerals (verbal) or with drawings and fewer words (drawing).

(a) whether there are differences.in achievement (number correct,
use of correct processes) on the'two formats,

(b) how selected measures--.e.g., field dependence/independence,
spatirl visualization, general reasoningare related to
achic,dment on the.two formats, and

(c) whether aptitude-format relations are similar at different
age levels.

Paivio has contended that "the most general assumption is that verbal

and nonverbal information are represented and processed (internally)

in distinct but interconnected Symbolic systems" (1974, P. 8). the

two formats of problems used in the studies could lead to different
representing and processing by students -differing in levels of cogni-
tive factors or in age.

Presentations by diagrams or pictures on tests have often seemed to
give better performances than words alone (Neil, 1969; Portia, 1973),

except when a picture accompanied a verbal statement (O'Flaherty,

1971). With older students in group-testing situations, an accurate
drawing or diagram accompanying a verbal'problem gave better perfor-
mance than the verbal presentation alone (Sherrill, 1973; Webb and

Sherrill, 1974). 4:n one study, presentations involving drawings did )

notgvethebestperformarweMatntetia.,1970;ddsstudYdid.--
however, use an unusual presentation mode.

The above studies did not involve instruction. Drawings for story prob-
lems as part of an instructional treatment seem not to have been.used as
a variable, although diagrams have, with miXed results (Nelson, 1975;
Nickel, 19714,Sboecraft, 1972).. (Note that important within-format
variations, such as those studied by- Jerman and his students and by
Campbell, are not examined here.)
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Abe cAmt_ifield-inident student thearetically is better able to isolate

parts of a context than a field-dependent student is. The additional
salience of fhe essential information allowed by a drawing of a story
problem could negate any handicap a field-dependent student might
have with the problem in word form.

As svggested earlier, stUdents withdiffering abilities at visual '

imagery might process words-only story problems with different degrees

of effectiveness and consequently solve problems at different levels

But how does one measure visual imagery ability? Cronbach and Snow
note the uncertain relevance of common aptitude measures to learning

fram drawings (1977, p. 273). Our studies utilized "strong" measures
measures involving visual imagery as well 4p the mental

manipulation of a-figure. (Study 2 also.uses a sat-report measure
of visual imagery.)

In Study 1, NLSMA's Arithmetic Reasoning Test WAS used for two reasons:
it loads on a $eneral reasoning factor, and its format (words only)

reflected the verbal format of the problems in Study 1.

.The purposes described above motivated both Study 1 and Study 2. The
studies are not replications at different age levels, however. Differ-

ent versions of aptitude measures and different problemi were used
since the subjectis in the two studies were of different ages..

Procedures

Study 1: Fifth Graders

The 234 students participating in all phases of Study 1 were from ten

fifth grade classes located in a large public school system. Classea

were selected on the basis of teacher interest in the study and simi-

larity in students' mathematical backgrounds.

The Hidden Figures Test (a measure of field independence/dependence),
Punched Holes Test (a measure of spatial visualization), and Arith-
metic Reasonihg Test (a measure of general reasoning) were selected
ft0131 the NLSMA X-population test battefy and were administered to the

students. At the'time of this testing, the teachers were given multiple
copies of 32 problems,:arranged in four problem sets, to be worked by
fheir students during the following month. The problems were similar
to those found in most fifth grade mathematics texts, and included whole
number operations and money problems. Five of the teachers, selected at
random, were given these problems in verbal formaL, while-the other five
teadhers we' nggiven the same problems in drawi format. Thus, approx-

imately hal of the students had experience with the drawing format
prior to po ttesting, while the other half did not.

Each student received a 16-problem posttest a month later The test had

two versions, which were randomly distributed to the stude ts within

each classroom. On one of the versions, eight problems in verbal format
alternated with eight problems in drawing format. On the other versian,
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each of the verbal problems frcm the first version was presented via a 1

drawing, while each of the drawn problems from the firist version was 1

presented in a verbal format. It is therefore possible to obtain 1

information on each problem in both formats. Scoring of the problems
in each format and for each version will be recorded separately, with
the scores reflecting both procedures andymmber correct.

Study 2: Mathematically Naive College Freshmen

The subjects were 67 students in a college mathematics class for mathe-
matically unsophisticated, but willing, learners. A Hidden Figures
Test adapted from NLSMA gave a measure of field dependence/independence;.
Punched Holes (from the French Kit) gave a measure .of spatial visualiza-
tion (and perhaps visual imagery); and a self-report test (Sheehan,
1967) gave a measure of visual imagery.

All these were administered well before a test made up of six story
problems was given. Three contexts were used: two d rt situations;
two simple interest contexts; two situations in which 'the mean of
three numbers and two ofithe numbers were given. . Each student received
one problem from each coOtext in each format (verbal/drawing). Across
the whole class, each context was represented in each format, and two
orders of protlems were used, to provide some control for context and
order-vithin-test. The four different forms were passea out randomay
to the 'students. The problems were scored right/wrong, as well as for
correctness of proceduret

One week later, after instruction on the principles and after homework
problems in both formats, the students were given a quiz Lade up of
similar problems (in a fixed order). These were also scored on both
right/wrong and correct-procedures bases.

Analysis

The data analyses for the two studies are just beginning. Expectations
are that students scoring low on the aptitude measures will profit more
from the drawing presentations of problems, whereas students scoring
high will be less affected by mode of presentation. Younger students
are expected to find the drawing versions easier than the 1 .rbal

versions, especially if they have received prior exposure to the draw-
ing format.



Reporting Session IV

SPATIAL VISUALIZATION SKILL AND PROCESSES USED
IN SOLVING MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS

Mary Ann Konsin
'Carthage College

Purpose

Mathematical problem solving has been at area of concern for mathematics
educators and researchers in the 1970s. Documentation of this concern
can be found in the Journal for Research in Mathematics Education (1973,

1976, 1978) and Suydam's (1974) Categorized Listin of Resiarch on Mathe-
matics Education Kr-12): 1964-=1973. One of the cognitive variables most
frequently identified with mathematical problem solving is the spatial
or visual factor. Spatial representations are found at various, levels
of teathing mathematics, from the Piagetian conservation tasks of pre-
school programs to the determination of volumes of solids of revolution
in the calculus class. Elementary teachers use.number lines when work-
ing with representations of whole numbers; high school teachers investi-
gate conic sections by slicing a cone with a plane; college teachers
sketch quadric surfaces in three dimensions. Each of these use spatial
visualization skill in that the student is required to "mentally" manik-
ulate a given object.

Very little information has been presented in terms of how spatial
visualization is used in solving mathematiLal problems. Investigations
have focused on identifying high achievers in mathematics and then
describing their spatial skills. Guay and MtDaniel (1977) found that
among elementary school children,high mathematics achievers have high
spatial ability (i.e., three-dimensional) and low mathematics,
achievers have low spatial ability (i.e., two-dimensional). Schonberger
(1976) found a positive relationship between-using a diagram to solve a
problem and the subject's spatial ability. Moses (1977) found that sub-
jects with high spatial ability do not necessarily use visual solution
processes.while tolving a mathematical problem. Is the representation
of the relationships in a mathematical problem in terms of "visual
images" on a paper related to spatial visualization? Is the process
variable "draws a figure" identified in the work of KilPatrick (1967),
Zalewski (1974), and Webb (1975) representing the spatial visualization
skill bf the subject who uses it while solving a mathematical problem?
Werdelin (1961) very early concluded that if one could attack a problem
either verbally or visually, one would be more apt to solve it. If in
some way spatial visualization skill can aid in solving mathematical
problems it seems important to try to identify the connecting link
between that skill and the procedures a subject uses to solve mathe-
matical problems.
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The investigation presented here follows the chain of inquiry presented
by the work of Kilpatrick.(1967), Kantowski (1974), Zalewski (1974),
Webb (1975), and Krutetskii (1976). The specific purpose was to inves-
tigate the relationship between spatial visualizatiOn skill and
processes used by subjects in solving mathematical problems. The

following questions were the foci of the investigation:

1. Can subjects identified with diverse levels of spatial
visualization skill be identified by the procedures they
use to solve mathematical problems?

2. Do types of problem solving sub-sequences and methods of
solutions distinguish between subjects with diverse levels
of spatial visualization skill?

3. Can subjects identified with diverse levels of spatial
visualization and verbal skills be identified by the pro-
cedures they use to solve mathematical p- blems?

4. Do types of problem solving sub-sequences and methods of
solutions distinguish between subjects with diverse levels
of Spatial visualization and verbal skills?

Procedure

From a population of 242 middle school students, sixty-one seventh and
eighth grade students were assigned to two different samples based on
their scores on Space Relations of the Differential Aptitude Test
(Bennett, Seashore and Wesman, 1973) and Vocabulary Test of the Cogni-
tive Abilities Test: Verbal Battery (Thorndike and Hagen, 1975). The

first sample was composed of thirty-two subjects identified relative
to their spatial skill; the second sample consisted of twenty-nine
subjects categorized with respect to their spatial/verbal skills.
Each subject was asked to solve ten problems on the Pr9blem Solving Test
using the thinking aloud technique and any procedures they wished. The
problems on the Problem Solving Test had arithmetic and geometry as
their content and had been selected from Krutetskii (1976) and Schon-
berger (1976). One of the major criteria for selection of the problems
was that they could be solved using "visual images" as well as analyti-
cal procedures. The investigator conducte iraividual audio-taped
interviews of the sixty-one subjects over . seh-week period of time.
The subjects were interviewed away from the school setting and were
paid for their participation in the study.

Twenty-two, variables were selected a priori by the investigator as being
important for solving the problems on the Problem Solving Test. The
variables were placed in four categories; processes, process outcomes,
error and comments, and types of sub-sequences. The investigator coded
the transcribed interviews using an adaptation of Kilpatrick's (1967)
coding form.



f.t .

Sks

Ant.i?sis

T-tE5CS were used to test the differences between the frequency means
with rerpect to processes, process outcomes, problem solving sub-
seque..:-ces, and wthods of solution for the various groupi.. A series
of C-eAter Analylies of Cases were performed in order to identify
subjetts who used similar procedures wheri solving the problems on
thoN PxIblem Solvin, Test. The groups of interest to the investigator
were thaso where differences cm aace Relations were statistically
signifvArv.

Results

Although the analyses tave not been completed at this time some pre-
liminary resuls have ht:en observed. Comparing frequencies of use of
the variabaL ilentified for investigation have not distinguished
between subjects with diverse spatial skills. When cluster analyses
are performeJ using specific combinations of processes: guups of
subjects have identified which differ significaniWon their Space
Relations scoree. These groups in turn can be described by their use of
combinations ot pr.)cesses when solving the problems on the.Problem
Solving Test. !.tmilar reslits have been obtained when specific combine-
tions of processe,) and process outcomei are used in the cluster analyses.
The analyses will be completed and the results will be given .at the
reporting session.
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Reporting Session V

FACTORS OF ORGANIZATION AND CLARITY IN MATHEMATICS LESSONS

Nira Hativa
and

Richard E. Snow
.Stanford University

Purpose

Good organization of oral messages has been found to improve listeners'
understanding and retention by researchers in education, psychology and
communication. Lesson organization has been found to have special
importance in teaching mathematics and sciences. This study attempted
to investigate factors in mathematics teachers' messages.that make a
lesson organized and clear, to measure a lesson's organization and a
teacher's ability to organize knowlefte and decode it into a clear
lecture, to determine which of teachers' strategies of organization are
the most discriminating between teachers rated high or low on lesson
organization, and to explore relationships between a teacher's motiva-
tion, experience and general scholastic ability and lesson oronization
ability.

Organization, a major dimension of teacher clarity of presentation is
viewed in the present study as a network of non-content communication
messages provided by the teacher in order to increase messv:e intelli-
gibility and retainability. 'Non-content' means that these messages do
not contain new content or material, but rather that they highlight
aspects of the lesson and give it structure.

Some strategies of lesson organization are:

1. Three-division lesson structuring: introduction, body,
conclusion.

2. Topic sequencing: fram familiar to unfamiliar, from easy
to more difficult, from concrete to abstract, in a smooth
flow, without skipping intermediate steps or taking-off to
irrelevant materials.

3. Using transitions appropriately for smooth continuity and
for clarification of the relationships between and relative
emphasis of the statements and topics.

4. Framing: use of devices for efficient search in memory to
identify pre-existing materials in a learner cognitive
structure which are relevant to the new material being
studied, and of devices for organizing the newly learned
material in a structure that can be efficiently stored in
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memory to facilitate its retrieval. Some of the framing

strategies are:

(a) Previewing in the introduction:. reviews, overviews,
advance organizers, behavioral objectives.

(b) Explicit outlining: statin&the outline; in the ilAro-
duction, referring to each main 'point while presenting
the material, reviewing the outline in the conclusion.

(c) Using summaries, comparison/contrast tables, and

summary.statements: a lesson summary in the conclu-

sion, summaries of topics and of subtopics either in

advance or after the presentations of these topics. .

(d) Indicating interrelations: between the new concepts

and the previausly learned ones.

(e) 'Using references: indicating connections between ttal

and previously mentioned materia/s.'

(f) Na4ng: assigning titles to procedures to serve as

a direct access to the procedure storage in memory

(in order to call the procedure from memory).

(g) Providing mnemonics: for helping students recall
certain formulas, theorems and procedures.

(h) Using visual devices to,provide imagery backgraund

for clear perception of.new concepts.

5. Emphasizing: motivating the students to pay special attention
to what is being said and to help them identify and remember

the most important points of the message. Some procedures

for emphasizing are: writing important points on the board,
repetitions of ideas (redundancy), and using different kinds

of 'markers'--sentences that motivate to remember topics for

special qualifications--such as: markers of importance, of
difficulty, of simplicity, of interest, of usefulness, etc.

6. Rationalizing steps: teachers' explanations of what they are
doing, why they are doing it, and why in this method and not

in another way.

Procedure

In a pilot study 20 mathematics lessons in high schools and a)junior

college were tape-recorded and analyzed to\ttlentify teachers' strate-

gies of lesson organization.
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In the main study, 38 graduate mathematics students at Stanford Univer-

sity who taught mathematics in all 50 undergraduate courses of. a calculus
sequence during the academic,year 1978-9 were rated by theirAtudents
on their lesson organization and clarity. About'16 teadhers who were
rated high and low were chosen to form two groups of subjects. Each
subject was tape reCorded twice while teaching in class and also-while.
performing two laboratory tasks of decodIng different sources of infor-
mation into a lecture. Subjects' GRE scores were recorded. A follow-up
study of student ratings on participating teachers wIll take place
throughout the next academic year. :Iwo experienced mathemstics
teacher8 will be trained to score each transcribed lesson on a rating
sheet which breaks dawn a lesson into components --low inference factors
--of organization.

An a I

Analysis for this study will include analyzing the transcribed leisons
to identify strategies of organization, determining whiCh of these
strategies are the most discriminating between the-two groups of
teachers, devising a lesson score on organization and a teadher score
on lesson organization, constructing a theoretical model that repre-
sents teacher lesson organization as a cognitive construction, and
looking for relatiohships among three different measures of teachers'
lesson organization and their GRE scores, motivation, and experience.

At present, only the stage of data collection has beencompleted. The
analysis is planned to 13e completed in December 1979, and only pre-
liminary results may be reported at this time. There do not seem to
exist any definite relationships between teachers' scholastic ability
as measured by their GRE scores and their lesson organization as
measured by students' ratings.

Direct relationships between teacher experience and,his lesson organi-
zation as measured by students' ratings, has been found to exist only
for teachers with low experience: of teaChing from zero through three
courses in the mathematics department. After teaching more than three
quarters, the correlation Is about zero. There seems to be some
stability of experienced teachers' ratings by different groups of
students in various courses in different quarters. There exists high
correlation between teachers' ratings by students as taken at mid-
quarter as part of this study and as taken at the end of the quarter
on the same dimension on a Stanford University form.

This study may contribute to knowledge about factors of organization
and clarity in mathematics lessons, about meaningful learning, and about
teacher encoding knowledge from different sources and communicating
adequately his knowledge structure to the learner. Thus, the study may
help improve mathematics instruction and learning. ,It may also form a
basis for research in several areas in education, cognitive psychology,
and speech communication. Results may be generalizable io written
messages, other subject matters--especially sciencesand teaching in
undergraduate courses in universities and in other school levels and

settings.
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RepRrting Session V

t

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EQUATWN SOLVING: AN INFORMATION
PROCESSING STUDY1

John E..Bernard
Clayton Lewis

and
L. Ray Carry

The University of ,Texas at Austin

purpose

This study aims at an understanding of the equation solving methods and

strategies available to college students.' Both successful and unsuccess-

ful performances are being investigated. The intent is to develop a
coherent description of effective and efficient equation solving and of

those factors that interfere with such performahce. The results should

have implications for the learning and teaching of elementary algebra.

The mathematics teaching community can benefit directly from research if
the theoretical models offered by the research describe both fluent and

weak performance in a given domain. The present research is an attempt

to develop such a model for equation solving in elementary algebra.

The framework of the model is adapted from Bundy (no date). A solver is
assumed to possess, first, a repertoire of operations for transforming

equations and expressions and, second, a method of.pelecting. operations

to be used to transform a given equation to a suitable solved form.

Accordingly a fluent solver has an adequate set of operations from which

to choose and uses them to attain the solution in a minimal number of

steps. Fluent solvers might have single operations which can do the
work of%common sequences of more basic transformations.

The model points to a variety of difficulties which poor solvers may

have. First, necessary operations may be missing from the repertoire.
Second, the repertoire may contain operations that are not mathematically

correct. Third, even correct operations may lead to errors if they are
applied incorrectly, for example when the solver uses an incorrect inter-
pretation of the grouping imposed by paarentheses. Finally, the selection
mechanism may have defects, so that even if only correct operations are '

used the solution is never found or is found only after soma false starts

and backtracking.

1This research is supported by grant SED78-22293 nmder the program for

Research on Cognitive Processes in Science and Mathematics of the

National Institute of Education and the National Science Foundation.
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The validity of these suggestions about fhe organization of the solu-

tion procss, and about the differences between fluent and weak solvers,

can be assessed by examining students' written solutions, and their
explanations of their work.

Procedure

Written solutions and spoken comments were collected from college
students, using work sheets and audio and video recordings. During

the first of two sessions subjects solved fourteen equations, designed

to exercise a variety of elementary solving skills. .Half of the prob-
lems were solved under "thinking aloud" instTuctions (Newell and Simon,

1972) and half under "explain" instructions in which the subjects were
asked to explain their solutions as if to a beginning algebra student.
In the second session subjects were asked to comment on various
aspects of their-solutions from the first session, and to solve and

comment on additional problems designed to raise issues of interest.

Two groups of subjects participated In the study. One'group consisted
of 19 volunteer§ from a freshman-level psychology course. This group

contains mostly weak solvers. The fluent solvers who participated
were mostly jUnior-level engineering students, who scored high on a
screening test of speed and accuracy in equation solving. These

subjects were paid.

Results

A number of aspects of the subjects' writtenfaolutions and spoken

comments provide evidenceof the appropriateness or inappropriaLe-

ness of fhe operation-selection model. These include errors, wasted
steps, judgments of problem difficulty, expressions of uncertainty,
and checking behavior, as well as the specific steps taken in working
out solutions. These aspects of performance are being catalogued for
each subject and for each problem. Comparisons can then be made
between fluent and weak solvers.

This analysis is not complete, but it appears that some of the sugges-
tions of the model about the basis of weakness and fluency are

supported. However, some of the features of the data suggest that
this model nevertheless offers only a partial account of solving
behavior, especially for weak solvers, and so needs to be extended.

Subjects' spoken comments and the pattern of occurrence of same errors
across problems are consistent with the use of specific incorrect oper-
ations, for example in cancellation, or are consistent with the lack
of certain operators, especially in the handling of reciprocals.
Difficulties in selection of operations show up when subjects perform
a sequence of legal operations that do not lead to a solution. In

some cases it is possible to suggest what particular feature of the
problem causes inappropriate operations to be selected. 'The suggestions
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of the model about fluent solvers seem to be less explicitly supported,
perhaps because the data from these subjects have been less thoroughly
examined thus far. There is little indication that fluent solvers use
a different repertoire of operations than the weak solvers, in'general.
Their operation sequences are more econoTical, hbwever.

The major aspect of the data that requires modification of the
operation-selection model as it stands is the uncertainty that seems
to dominate the solving behavior of many weak solvers. Weak solvers
are unsure of the correctness of the operations they carry out, and
their behavior reflects their response to this .uncertainty in various
ways. They monitor.their progress towards solution. They sometimes .

attempt to validate operations by comparing a problem to previously
solved problems, to simpler but analogous problems they construct for
this purpose, or by comparingthe results of different methods of
solving the same problem. None ot.this validation activity has a
place in the operation-selectioa model as it stands.

A second feature of the behavior of.weak solvers that lies outside the
scope of the operation-selection model is the nature of the process
of applying operations. In performing an operation subjects seem often
not to be simply applying...6 well-defined procedure, as called for in
the operation-selection model, but rather to be devising a procedure
that will be appropriate. Here they seem to be influenced by general
ideas about the character of valid operations in algebra (Matz, 1979)
as well as by fragmentary recall of a similar correct operation.

Thus, contrary to the suggestions of the operation model a weaker solver
is not just a fluent solver with deficient operation repertoire and
selection mechanism. Rather, it appears that these deficiencies force
the weak solver to engage in behaviors that make him differ in other
'ways from a fluent solver.

This evaluation of the operation-selection model'can contribute to an
understanding of learning and teaching in algebra. Many ideas'are-
suggested by the errors and comments that point to incorrect or missing
operators and shaky selection. A more general point is that the moni-
toring activities and attempts to devise appropriate operations, just
discussed, are constructive efforts by students to deal with their own
difficulties. Further investigation of the success and failures of
these efforts dhould result in important information for teathers.
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Reporting Session V

NUHSER CONCUTS AND THE INTRODUCT= OF CALCULUS

Jere Confrey
Cornell University

Purpose

A disturbing number of very capable students experience difficulty during
the transition from precalculus mathematics courses into calculus. As a
result, many students abandon mathematics entirely after a fikst course

in calculus. Although this is frequently attributed bo the multitude of
,:ourse offerings at a university, I think that the difficulty in transi-
tion to calculus is the result of a clash between the student's concept
of number and the concept of number embedded in calculus.

This research investigates the following claim: the undertaking of the

study of calculus requires a change in a student's concept of aumber
from a discrete concept of number which is embedded in the precalculus
courses to a continuous concept of number embedded in calculus. The

research includes an analysis of the history of calculus for the develop-

ment of the concept of a real number, and an empirical study with pre-
calculus students to determine their concepts of aumber.

The analysis of the development of calculus historically reveals that
different number concepts were used by different mathematical cultures

and individuals, and that the fruitfulness and limitations of a partic-

ular numbm concept influence the mathematics whidh can or cannot be

explainediP For example, the Greek's concept of number, based on
geometric magnitude, was a ratio, either the ratio of ,two line segments,

two areas or two volumes. Therefore, to conceive of a "number zero"
made no sense to the Greeks for no ratio can give zero. For the same

reason, they were also restricted in their concept of infinity, and
irrationals or incommensurables were not considered numbers, only as

magnitudes. Five different concepts of number are presented, and the
implications of each for calculus are discussed. Briefly, the five

number concepts are: (1) a "ratio" concept of number, (2) a "set"
concept of number, (3) a "non-terminating decimal" concept of number,
(4) a "point-number correspondence" concept of a number, and (5) a
"variable" concept of a number.

A contrast of the implications of these different concepts of numbers
reveal two general classes of lumber concepts exist, here referred to

as a discrete concept of numbex and a continuous concept of. number.

A student when exhibiting a discrete concept of number believes that
numbers are essentially separate, independent entities, each one com-
pleted and fixed. The image which conveys the discrete concept of
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number is an infinite deck of cards. Between any twicards, another
card can always be inserted, and the cards themselves remain distinct.
Both density and infinity can be accounted for in such a model, while
discreteness is preserved. A student when exhibiting a continuous
concept of number believes that numbers are not necessarily discrete
entities, and will complete numbers whose construction requires an .

infinite process, allowing them to blend together. A continuouh
concept of number is illustrated by a continuous quantity, the number
line, space or time, for example.

The relationship between the 'two general concepts of number, discrete
and continuous is neither dichotomous or class inclusive. A student
does not replace a discrete concept of nuMber, but modifies and
extends it to account for mathematics in which nuMbers are associated
with continuous quantities, and this is called a continuous concept of
number. The following criteria differentiate between when a student is
exhibiting a discrete concept of numbier and when a student ia exhibit-.
ins a continuous concept of number:

1. A student exhibfting a continuous concept of number will
complete an infinite extension of a number, allowing for
example, .9 to equal 1. A student exhibiting a discrete
concept of number cannot mentally complete such a process.

2. A student exhibiting a zontinuous concept of number will
believe that numbers correspond with points, but unlike the
student exhibiting the discrete concept of number, those
points are neither definite nor determinable.

3. A student exhibiting a continuous concept of number will
reject any claim of "nextness" in describing numbert, because
an atomistic view of numbers is incompatible with continuity.
A student with adiscrete concept of number will accept such
a claim.

4. A student with a continuous concept of number rejects the
claim that a continuous whole can be accounted for pre-
cisely by an infinite sec of parts. That is, tire is not
a succession of instants; nor is motion a succession of

positions. In continuous quantities, which are those lack-
ing a natural unit, the whole is logictlly prior to the parts.

In order to understand calculus, a student must consider the result of
attaching numbers to continuous quantities, and the difficulties
inherent in such a process. The discrete concept of number which is
embedded in the high school curriculum inhibits understanding such a
process and consequently, the need for limits, a definition of con-
tinuity and delta-epsilon proofs becomes inexplicable. In schools,
ehe number system is built up from the integers which are intrinsically
discrete. The addition of the rational numbers in definitional form,
p/q where p and q are integers and p/q is in lowest terms, poses no
threat to the student's discrete number concept, only the concept of
density is added. Since the irrational numbers are normally introduced
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as nda-repeating, non-terminating decimals, and not as limits of
infinite series, a student does not see them as sufficiently different
to challenge his or btr discrete cancept of number. The concepts of
calculus then appear to tkcatudent to be non-intuitive, unnecessarily
obtuse, and contrived.. If the student were led to vnderstand the
difficulties inherent in attaching numbers to continuous quantities,,
and thus extend his or her discrete number concept to a continuous
concept of number, then the concepts of calculus would seem more
natural and'intuitive.

Procedure

In order to determine a student's concept of auMber, a series of prob-
lems were designed to conflict with a discrete concept of number and
to provoke a discussion of numbers. Ten students enrolled in a pre-
calculus course at Cornell Univeraity were asked to solve the problems
and discuss their answers. -The problems included a form of ,Zeno's
paradox, an infinite repeating decimal, a derivative problem and a
discussion of continuity. The sessions were audio-recorded and the
transcripts were analyzed to determine how the students conceived of
numbers and how they resolved the inherent conflicts. Using the four
criteria to distinguish.when students exhibit discrete and continuous
number concepts, the transcripts were.analyzed to describe each student's
concept of number, and the changes and modifications in it over time.

Results

The result of the analysis was ehat a discrete concept of number is
prevalent in students entering calculus; however, students display
different degrees of commitment to this concept. Depending'on the'
student's conception of mathematics, the discrete concept of number
is variably easy to displace. If a student is Insistent on consistency
among his or her responses, then the continuous concept of number is
more likely to displace the discrete concept of number. In most cases,
it is very apparentAhat the underlying number concept does exert
considerable influence on the mathematics which a student does.

*The significance of the research to the classroom teacher lies in ihe
understanding of discrete and continuous number concepts and their
relationship to other mathematics. From this understanding the
following specific outcomes are possible:

1. Teadhers of calculus can facilitate the transition to calculus
by discussing number concepts early into calculus. The result
may be greater ease for students in comprehending the concepts
of calculus.

2. The high school curriculum can be examined in order to deter-
mine if a continuous concept of number can be included earlier
to make the ransition to calculus less abrupt.
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3. The discrete.and continuous number concept will provy
insightful in helping elementary school teachers to intro
duce numbers to children. To introduce numbers to chPAren
exclusively through sets is to inhibit the development of a
continuous concept of number. Using length, volume or time
to introduce numbers as w.all as sets will provide students
with alternative concepts of number.
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